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1 IntroductionThis paper is concerned with the derivation of macroscopic (or drift-di�usion)limits of transport equations modelling the ow of electrons driven by aprescribed electric �eld and inuenced by scattering with phonons of constantenergy. We consider a model problem motivated by semiclassical models forcharge transport in semiconductors. Our basic physical assumptions are thatof a parabolic energy band and that all scattering processes except with onetype of phonons are neglected.We are interested in situations where the Knudsen number is small, i.e.,the mean free path is small compared to the length scales relevant for theapplication of interest. Furthermore, we assume that the phonon energy issmall compared to the thermal energy corresponding to the lattice tempera-ture. In this case the scattering mechanism is almost elastic, i.e., electronssu�er during a collision a change in energy small compared to the thermalenergy. Thus, we are confronted with a problem with two small parameters:The Knudsen number and the scaled phonon energy. After presenting theproblem in section 2 and proving some important properties of the collisionoperator in section 3, we rigorously carry out the limits as the two smallparameters tend to zero in di�erent orders in sections 4{7.In section 4 the elastic limit of the transport problem is derived. Formally,it just amounts to setting the phonon energy equal to zero in the collisionoperator. Section 5 contains a rigorous justi�cation of the drift-di�usion limit(Knudsen number to zero) of the elastic transport equation. Formally thelimiting procedure has �rst been carried out in [2], see also [1]. The limit ofthe distribution function depends locally just on the energy and satis�es anequation called the \Spherical Harmonic Expansion Model" in [1], since itcan also be derived by a low order expansion of the distribution function interms of spherical harmonics.In section 6 the drift-di�usion limit of the full (inelastic) transport pro-blem is carried out. This has already been done in [7], however under veryinvolved assumptions on the scattering data, which are strongly reduced here.The limiting distribution function locally belongs to the kernel of the scat-tering operator consisting of products of the Maxwellian distribution withperiodic functions of the energy, where the period is the phonon energy [3].In the (weak) limit as the phonon energy tends to zero (performed in sec-tion 7) a local Maxwellian is obtained with a density satisfying the standard2



drift-di�usion equation of semiconductor theory (see [5]).The main result of sections 4{7 is that the two limits do not commute.An intermediate limit, where the small parameters are related, is rigorouslycarried out in section 8. The result is a new model having the form ofthe Spherical Harmonic Expansion Model with a di�erential operator in theenergy direction as collision term.Possible extensions of our results include more general band structures aswell as nonlinear collision operators taking into account the Pauli exclusionprinciple. The limits of sections 5 and 6 corresponding to these extensionshave been formally carried out in [1] and [4]. A forthcoming publication [8]will be concerned with the extension of the new model from section 8.2 The Kinetic ModelWe describe the motion of electrons by a distribution function f(x; v; t) de-pending on the space coordinates x 2 IR3, velocity v 2 IR3 and time t � 0.The distribution function is determined by the (scaled) Boltzmann equation�2@f@t + ��v � rxf + 12rx� � rvf� = Q"(f) (2.1)and the initial condition f(x; v; 0) = fI(x; v) : (2.2)The (given) electric �eld is written in terms of a time and space dependentelectrostatic potential �(x; t). The collision operator is assumed to be of theform Q"(f)(t; x; v) = ZIR3 [e"W"(v; v0) +W"(v0; v)]f(t; x; v0) dv0�f(t; x; v) ZIR3 [e"W"(v0; v) +W"(v; v0)] dv0 (2.3)with W"(v; v0) = k(v; v0) � �jv0j2 � jvj2 � "� :The equations are dimensionless. A reference length L has been chosen andthe inverse of the relaxation time � has been taken out of the collision integral.3



The reference velocity is the thermal velocity vth = q2kBT=m with theBoltzmann constant kB, the lattice temperatur T and the electron mass m.The dimensionless parameter � = vth�=Lis the Knudsen number.The collision operator Q" models interaction of electrons with phonons ofconstant energy. The dimensionless parameter" = �h!kBTis the ratio of the phonon energy to the thermal energy. The scaled energy ofan electron is jvj2 reecting the fact that we use the parabolic band assump-tion. The consequent rotational invariance is also required of the overlapfactor k(v; v0) assumed to be positive, continuous on IR3� IR3 and satisfyingk(Sv; Sv0) = k(v; v0) for every orthogonal matrix S:Typical models have the formk(v; v0) = �jv � v0j2 + ���n ; �; n > 0 : (2.4)We introduce the variable transformationv = pu! ; u = jvj2 � 0 ; ! = vjvj 2 S2 ;where S2 denotes the unit sphere in IR3. Because of the rotational invariance,k depends only on u; u0 and s = ! � !0 and we assumek 2 C �[0;1)2 � [�1; 1]� ; k(u; u0; s) = k(u0; u; s) > 0: (2.5)In the following we shall also need the assumptionspu+ " Z 1�1 k(u; u+ "; �)d� � % ; pu+ " k(u; u+ "; s) � b(u) > 0for u > 0; �1 � s � 1; with b(u) � �pu e(��1)u; (2.6)with the positive constants %, � and � independent of " 2 [0; "0]. A simplecomputation shows that (2.6) is satis�ed for the model (2.4) with � > 0 andn � 1=2. 4



3 Properties of the Collision OperatorCarrying out the integration in the u0 direction in (2.3), the collision operatorreadsQ"(f)(pu!) = e"pu+ "2 ZS2 k(u; u+ ";! �!0) f(pu+ "!0) d!0+ q(u� ")+2 ZS2 k(u; (u� ")+;! � !0) f(q(u� ")+ !0) d!0� �"(u)f(pu!) : (3.1)(The subscript '+' denotes the positive part.) The scattering frequency �" isgiven by �"(u) = pu+ "2 ZS2 k(u; u+ ";! � !0) d!0+e"q(u� ")+2 ZS2 k(u; (u� ")+;! �!0) d!0= �pu+ " Z 1�1 k(u; u+ "; s) ds+e"�q(u� ")+ Z 1�1 k(u; (u� ")+; s) ds :Setting formally " = 0 in (3.1) we obtain an elastic collision operatorQ0(f)(pu!) = pu ZS2 k(u; u;! �!0)f(pu!0) d!0 � �0(u)f(pu!) (3.2)with �0(u) = 2�pu Z 1�1 k(u; u; s) ds :The operators Q" for positive " and Q0 have been analyzed in [3], [7] and,respectively, [1]. They have strongly di�erent properties. Here we shall provethe most important results under the weaker (compared to [7]) assumptions(2.6) on the overlap factor.The collision operators are symmetric with respect to the spaceX := L2 �IR3; ejvj2dv� ; hf1; f2iX = ZIR3 f1f2ejvj2dv :5



A simple computation giveshQ"(f1); f2iX = � Z 10 ZS2 ZS2 qu(u+ ")4 euk(u; u+ ";! � !0) (3.3)[e"f1(pu+ "!0)� f1(pu!)][e"f2(pu+ "!0)� f2(pu!)]d!0d!du :The corresponding formula for Q0 is obtained by setting " = 0 in the above.Lemma 3.1 With the assumption (2.6), Q" is a bounded operator on Xuniformly with respect to " 2 [0; "0]Proof: By the symmetry of Q" it is su�cient to estimatejhQ"(f); fiX j � Z 10 ZS2 ZS2 qu(u+ ")2 euk(u; u+ ";! � !0)[e2"f(pu+ "!0)2 + f(pu!)2]d!0d!du= � Z 10 ZS2 qu(u+ ")eu Z 1�1 k(u; u+ "; s)ds[e2"f(pu+ "!)2 + f(pu!)2]d!du� �% Z 10 ZS2 pueu[e2"f(pu+ "!)2 + f(pu!)2]d!du� 2�%(e" + 1)kf(v)k2X :Substitution in (3.1) shows thatS" = fe�uP"(u) : P"(u+ ") = P"(u); P" 2 L2((0; "))gis a subset of the kernel of Q", " > 0. All "-periodic functions of u arecollision invariants. Accordingly,S0 = ff 2 X : f = f(u)gis a subset of the kernel of Q0. We shall prove in the following that thesesets are the nullspaces.Obviously, S" � S0 holds. The orthogonal projection onto the closedsubspace S0 of X is given by(�0f)(u) = 14� ZS2 f(pu!) d! ;6



implying the orthogonal decomposition f = �0f+�?0 f , with RS2 �?0 f d! = 0for all f 2 X . In the further decompositionf = �"f +�?" f +�?0 f (3.4)�" denotes the projection onto S" and is determined by (see [6])ew(�"f)(w) = P1j=0pw + "j (�0f)(w + "j)P1j=0pw + "j e�w�"j ;for w 2 (0; ") and by periodic continuation of the right hand side elsewhere.The elements of the orthogonal complement of S" in S0 satisfy1Xj=0qw + "j (�?" f)(w + "j) = 0 ; w 2 (0; ") : (3.5)The most important technical tool for the rest of the paper will be thefollowing coercivity result for Q". Similar results can be found in [1] and [7].The main di�erences to [7] are the weaker assumptions (2.6) on the overlapfactor and detailed results concerning the dependence on ".Lemma 3.2 Assume f 2 X and 0 � " � "0. Then�hQ"(f); fiX � 2� ZIR3(�?0 f)2ejvj2b(jvj2)dv + "2c ZIR3(�?" f)2jvjdv ;with an "-independent constant c > 0.Proof: Setting euf(pu!) = g(u;!), using (3.3) and (2.6), we obtain�hQ"(f); fiX� Z 10 pu4 e�ub(u) ZS2 ZS2[g(u+ ";!0)� g(u;!)]2d!0d!du : (3.6)The decomposition (3.4) of f induces a corresponding decomposition g =�"g + �?" g + �?0 g where by an abuse of notation we use the same symbolsfor the projections. Note that �"g is an "-periodic function of u. Afterexpanding the square and carrying out the integrations over the unit ball,the right hand side of (3.6) can be written as4�2 Z 10 pu e�ub(u)[(�?" g)(u+ ")� (�?" g)(u)]2du+2� ZIR3 e�ub(u)[(�?0 g)(u+ ";!0)2 + (�?0 g)(u;!)2]dv = A+B :7



The estimate B � 2� ZIR3(�?0 f)2ejvj2b(jvj2)dvis obvious. In the term A we introduce the abbreviations h(u) = (�?" g)(u)and s(u) = pu e�u.In the relationshk = hl + ( Pk�1j=l (hj+1 � hj) ; l < k;Pl�1j=k(hj � hj+1) ; l > k; (3.7)and in the following we use the abbreviation Fj(w) = F (w + "j) for fun-ctions F (u) and w 2 (0; "). With this notation (3.5) reads P1l=0 slhl = 0.Multiplication of (3.7) by sl and summation giveshk 1Xl=0 sl = k�1Xl=0 sl k�1Xj=l (hj+1 � hj) + 1Xl=k+1 sl l�1Xj=k(hj � hj+1) :By an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality the estimatejhkj 1Xl=0 sl � (Ak +Bk)vuut 1Xj=0 sjbj(hj+1 � hj)2 (3.8)is obtained withAk = k�1Xl=0 slvuuutk�1Xj=l 1sjbj ; Bk = 1Xl=k+1 slvuuutl�1Xj=k 1sjbj :With the assumption (2.6) and sl=sj � e"(j�l) for l < j the further estimatesskAk � c"�3=2pw + "k e�"�k=2 ; skBk � c"�3=2e�"kcan be shown (c denotes generic constants independent of " and w). Here weemployed that P1j=0 Fj = O("�1) holds for F 2 L1((0;1)). This we also usewhen we now multiply (3.8) by sk, take the square, sum over k and estimate:1Xk=0 s2kh2k � c"2 1Xj=0 sjbj(hj+1 � hj)2 :8



Integrating this inequality with respect to w from 0 to ", we obtain thedesired estimate for the quantity A introduced above:A � "2 c2 Z 10 s(u)2h(u)2du = "2c ZIR3(�?" f)2jvjdv :Our claims that S" and S0 are the nullspaces of Q", " > 0, and, respec-tively, Q0 are corollaries of Lemma 3.2. Obviously, the ranges of Q", " > 0,and of Q0 are subsets of the orthogonal complements of S" and, respectively,S0 in X . In [7], range(Q") = S?" for " > 0 has been proven under assump-tions on the overlap factor stronger than (2.6). For the elastic case " = 0the situation is much simpler. Since there is no coupling in the u-direction,di�erent values of u can be treated separately and rangeQ0 = S?0 followsfrom the Fredholm alternative. For the analysis of the following sections acomplete characterization of the range is not necessary. We only need:Lemma 3.3 (1) The equation Q"(h") = e�jvj2vP (jvj2) with P (u+") = P (u)has a unique solution in S?" , given by h"(pu!) = �e�u�"(u)P (u)! where�" solves�p"(u)�"(u+ ") + [r"(u) + e"r"(u� ")]�"(u)� e"p"(u� ")�"(u� ") = u ;with r"(u) = �qu(u+ ") Z 1�1 k(u; u+ "; s)ds ;p"(u) = �qu(u+ ") Z 1�1 sk(u; u+ "; s)ds ;for u � 0 and r"(u) = p"(u) = 0 for u < 0. The function �" can be estimatedby Z 10 �"(u)2pu e�ub(u)du � 14�2��2 : (3.9)(2) The unique solution of Q0(h0) = vg(jvj2) in S?0 is given byh0(pu!) = ��0(u)g(u)! ; with �0(u) = 12� R 1�1(1� s)k(u; u; s)ds :9



Proof: (1) Uniqueness is a consequence of Lemma 3.2. Also the estimate(3.9) follows from the coercivity result and a straightforward computationusing the assumption (2.6) on the overlap factor.For proving existence we de�ne the bilinear forma(�1; �2) = �hQ"(e�u�1!i); e�u�2!iiX :Then the problem Q"(�e�u�"!) = e�jvj2v is formally equivalent toa(�"; �) = 2�3 Z 10 ue�u�(u)du ; (3.10)for all appropriate �. With (3.3) we computea(�1; �2) = 2�3 Z 10 e�u[r"(u)(�1(u+ ")�2(u+ ") + �1(u)�2(u))�p"(u)(�1(u+ ")�2(u) + �1(u)�2(u+ "))]duA Hilbert space Y of functions on (0;1) is induced by the scalar producth�1; �2iY = Z 10 e�ur"(u)(�1(u+ ")�2(u+ ") + �1(u)�2(u))du :As a regularization of a we de�nean(�1; �2) = a(�1; �2) + 1nh�1; �2iY :Then boundedness and coercivity of an is easily shown. Therefore a uniquesolution �";n 2 Y of the probleman(�";n; �) = 2�3 Z 10 ue�u�(u)du ; 8� 2 Y;exists. By the construction of an it satis�es the estimate (3.9), which isuniform in n. Therefore we can pass to the limit n ! 1 and obtain theexistence of a solution of (3.10).(2) The result is shown by a simple computation.10



4 The Elastic Limit of the Boltzmann Equa-tionIn this section we carry out the limit "! 0 in (2.1), (2.2). The formal limitis given by �2@f@t + ��v � rxf + 12rx� � rvf� = Q0(f)f(x; v; 0) = fI(x; v) : (4.1)For the electric potential and for the initial data we assume�(x; t) 2 W 1;1(IR3 � (0;1)) (4.2)and fI 2 L2(IR6; ejvj2dvdx) : (4.3)Multiplication of the Boltzmann equation (2.1) by fejvj2�� and integrationgives formally �22 ddt ZIR3 kfk2X e��dx� ZIR3hQ"(f); fiX e��dx= ��22 ZIR3 kfk2X @�@t e��dx� @�@t L1(IR3�(0;1)) �22 ZIR3 kfk2X e��dx : (4.4)The de�niteness of Q" and the Gronwall lemma implyZIR3 kfk2Xdx � eK(t) ZIR3 kfIk2Xdx ; (4.5)withK(t) = tk@�@t kL1(IR3�(0;1))+2k�kL1(IR3�(0;1)). Standard transport theoryprovides the existence of a unique mild solution of (2.1), (2.2) satisfying (4.5).Note that this estimate is uniform in both " and �.Theorem 4.1 Let the assumptions (2.5), (2.6), (4.2), (4.3) hold. Then for�xed � > 0 the solution of (2.1), (2.2) converges as " ! 0 in L1loc([0;1);L2(IR6; ejvj2dvdx)) weak* to the unique solution of (4.1).11



Proof. Convergence of the solution of (2.1), (2.2) for a suitable subsequenceis a consequence of the estimate (4.5). It follows from a standard argumentthat we can go to the limit in the left hand side of the Boltzmann equation(2.1) in the sense of distributions.For a test function '(x; v; t) 2 C10 (IR6 � [0;1)) we set ' = 'e�jvj2 2C10 (IR6 � [0;1)). Then the symmetry of the collision operator Q" impliesZ 10 ZIR6 Q"(f)'dvdxdt = Z 10 ZIR3hQ"('); fiX dxdt :By the continuity of the overlap factor, Q"(') converges to Q0(') in C(IR6�[0;1)) as "! 0. Thus, we can go to the limit in the right hand side of theabove equation implying the convergence in the sense of distributions of thecollision term in the Boltzmann equation.The observation that the solution of the limiting problem (4.1) is uniqueby an estimate analogous to (4.5) completes the proof.5 The Drift-Di�usion Limit of the ElasticTransport EquationHere we are concerned with the limit �! 0 in the initial value problem (4.1)for the Boltzmann equation with the elastic collision operator.Analogously to (4.4) in the preceding section we derive�22 ddt ZIR3 kfk2X e��dx� ZIR3hQ0(f); fiX e��dx� @�@t L1(IR3�(0;1) �22 ZIR3 kfk2X e��dx : (5.1)Thus, the solution of (4.1) also satis�es (4.5). The estimate being uniformwith respect to �, we have weak* convergence in L1loc([0;1); L2(IR6; ejvj2)dvdx))of f to f0 as �! 0 for a suitable subsequence.On the other hand, with the coercivity of Q0 (Lemma 3.2) we deducefrom (5.1) ZIR6(f ��0f)2ejvj2b(jvj2) dvdx = O(�2) ;12



uniformly in t 2 (0; T ), where b(jvj2) is the function from assumption (2.6).Therefore the function R := f ��0f�is uniformly bounded with respect to � in L1loc([0;1); L2(IR6; ejvj2)b(jvj2)dvdx)).Again extracting a subsequence we have weak convergence of R to R0 in thatspace.Going to the limit in f��0f = �R gives f0 = �0f0 and, thus, f0 dependson v only through jvj2 = u: f0 = f0(x; u; t).In order to evaluate R0 we use Q0(�0f) = 0 for rewriting the Boltzmannequation (4.1): �@f@t + v � rxf + 12rx� � rvf = Q0(R) :Going to the limit in the sense of distributions we obtainQ0(R0) = v � rxf0 + 12rx� � rvf0 = v �  rxf0 +rx�@f0@u ! :Because of �0R0 = 0, Lemma 3.3 (2) impliesR0 = ��0(u)! �  rxf0 +rx�@f0@u ! : (5.2)Now we multiply the Boltzmann equation by a test function #(x; jvj2; t) 2C10 (IR3 � [0;1)2) and integrate by parts:Z 10 ZIR6 "f @#@t + f�v �  rx#+rx�@#@u!# dvdxdt = � ZIR6 fI#(t = 0)dvdx :The term involving the collision operator vanishes because # is a collisioninvariant. Since RIR3 vg(jvj2)dv = 0 holds for any g, the above equation isequivalent toZ 10 ZIR6 "f @#@t +Rv �  rx#+rx�@#@u!# dvdxdt = � ZIR6 fI#(t = 0)dvdx :13



In the limit of this equation we use the formula (5.2) for R0 and make thecoordinate transformation v = pu!. A straightforward computation (usingRS2 !i!jd! = 4�3 �ij) givesZ 10 ZIR3 Z 10 �puf0@#@t � u�0(u)3  rxf0 +rx�@f0@u ! (5.3)� rx#+rx�@#@u!�dudxdt = � ZIR3 Z 10 pu(�0fI)#(t = 0) dudx :This is a weak formulation of the equationpu@f0@t = (rx +rx� @@u) �  u�0(u)3 (rx +rx� @@u) f0! ; (5.4)subject to the initial conditionf0(t = 0) = �0fI :Note that the di�erential operator rx +rx� @@u is a gradient along surfacesof constant total energy u� �. Thus, the equation (5.4) describes di�usionalong such surfaces. This can be made even more transparent for the case ofa time independent electric potential � = �(x). Then, using z = u � �(x)instead of u as a coordinate, (5.4) becomespz + � @f0@t = rx �  (z + �)�0(z + �)3 rxf0! :In this case, z is only a parameter in the equation, and surfaces of di�erenttotal energy are decoupled.Finally, we collect our results in a theorem:Theorem 5.1 Let the assumptions (2.5), (2.6), (4.2), (4.3) hold. Then, as�! 0, a subsequence of the solutions of (4.1) converges to a solution of (5.3)in L1loc([0;1); L2(IR6; ejvj2dvdx)) weak*.6 The Drift-Di�usion Limit of the InelasticTransport EquationThe limit �! 0 in the inelastic problem (2.1), (2.2) has been carried out in[7]. Here, we only sketch the proof based on the assumptions (2.6) on theoverlap factor. The procedure is similar to the preceding section.14



We recall that (2.1), (2.2) has a unique solution f satisfying the uniformestimate (4.5). From (4.4) and Lemma 3.2 we conclude2� ZIR6(�?0 f)2ejvj2b(jvj2)dvdx+ "2c ZIR6(�?" f)2jvjdvdx = O(�2) : (6.1)Thus, R = (f ��"f)=� is bounded uniformly in � with respect to the norminduced by the left hand side of (6.1). This also implies for the limit f0 off as � ! 0 that f0 = �"f0 2 S" holds. Therefore a function N(x; u; t),"-periodic in u, exists such that f0(x;pu!; t) = e�uN(x; u; t).For the distributional limit R0 of R as �! 0 we obtain the equationQ"(R0) = e�uv � "rxN +rx� @N@u �N!# (6.2)with the solution (Lemma 3.3)R0 = �e�u�"! � "rxN +rx� @N@u �N!# :For a distributional formulation of the initial value problem (2.1), (2.2) weuse a test function #(x; u; t), "-periodic in u. The term originating from thecollision operator vanishes since # is a collision invariant. The limit as �! 0reads Z 10 ZIR6 "e�uN @#@t +R0v �  rx#+rx�@#@u!# dvdxdt= � ZIR6 fI#(t = 0)dvdx : (6.3)Substitution of the above formula for R0 and some straightforward manipu-lations give Z 10 ZIR3 Z "0 C(u)N @#@t dudxdt� Z 10 ZIR3 Z "0 D(u)"rxN +rx� @N@u �N!# � "rx#+rx�@#@u# dudxdt (6.4)= � ZIR3 Z "0 C(u)eu(�"fI)#(t = 0)dudx ;15



with C(u) = " 1Xk=0pu+ "k e�u�"k ;D(u) = "3 1Xk=0(u+ "k)e�u�"k�"(u+ "k) :Summarizing we have the following result:Theorem 6.1 Let the assumptions (2.5), (2.6), (4.2), (4.3) hold. Then, as�! 0, a subsequence of the solutions of (2.1), (2.2) converges to a solutionof (6.4) in L1loc([0;1); L2(IR6; ejvj2dvdx)) weak*.The equation (6.4) is a weak formulation of the di�erential equationC(u)@N@t =  rx +rx� @@u! � "D(u) rxN +rx� @N@u �N!!# ;subject to the initial conditionN(x; u; 0) = eu(�"fI)(x; u) :Obviously, the coe�cient C(u) is positive. For an "-periodic function P (u) �0 we have 3" Z "0 P (u)D(u)du = Z 10 P (u)ue�u�"(u)du= � 12� hQ"(pP e�u�"!);pP e�u�"!iX � ZIR3 Pe�jvj2b�2"dv= 2� Z "0 P (u) 1Xk=0pu+ "k e�u�"kb(u+ "k)�"(u+ "k)2 du ;and, thus,D(u) � 2�"3 1Xk=0pu+ "k e�u�"kb(u+ "k)�"(u+ "k)2 > 0 :In the above estimate we have used Lemma 3.2 and pP e�u�"! 2 S?0 .16



7 The Elastic Limit of the Drift-Di�usionEquationIn this section the limit "! 0 in (6.4) is carried out. We shall deal with theequivalent system (6.2), (6.3) for N and R0 2 S?0 . Note that the estimate(4.5) for f used in the preceding section is not only uniform in � but alsoin ". After going to the limit � ! 0, it gives a uniform-in-"-estimate for Nin L1loc([0;1); L2(IR3 � (0;1); pu e�ududx)). Similarly, by R0 2 S?0 , theestimate (6.1) for R gives a uniform estimate for R0. Thus, for appropriatesubsequences, R0 and N have weak limits R0 and, respectively, N as "! 0.N being "-periodic in u, the weak limit N is u-independent.Now we choose in (6.3) an arbitrary test function #(x; t) 2 C10 (IR3 �(0;1)) independent of u and go to the limit " ! 0 in (6.2) and in (6.3).Going to the limit in the collision term in (6.2) has been justi�ed in section4. By Lemma 3.3, R0 can be computed from the limiting equation:R0 = �e�u�0! � (rxN �Nrx�) :Substituting this representation in the limit of (6.3) givesp�2 Z 10 ZIR3 N @#@t dxdt� Z 10 ZIR3 D(rxN �Nrx�) � rx#dxdt= � ZIR3 #(t = 0) Z 10 pu(�0fI)dudx ; (7.1)with D = 13 Z 10 ue�u�0(u)du > 0 :This is the weak formulation of the drift-di�usion equationp�2 @N@t = Drx � (rxN �Nrx�) ;subject to the initial conditionN(t = 0) = 2p� Z 10 pu(�0fI)du :Uniqueness of N follows from the standard theory for parabolic equations.Note that the coe�cients p�2 and D are the formal limits as "! 0 of C and,respectively, D, de�ned in the preceding section.17



Theorem 7.1 Let the assumptions (2.5), (2.6), (4.2), (4.3) hold. Then, as" ! 0, the solutions of (6.4) constructed in Theorem 6.1 converge to thesolution of (7.1) in L1loc([0;1); L2(IR3 � (0;1); pu e�ududx)) weak*.8 An Intermediate LimitIn the last 4 sections the limits � ! 0 and " ! 0 in (2.1), (2.2) have beencarried out. It has been shown in sections 4 and 5 thatlim�!0 lim"!0 f(x; v; t) = f0(x; jvj2; t) ;where f0 solves (5.3), a problemmodelling di�usion along surfaces of constanttotal energy. On the other hand, the result of sections 6 and 7 is thatlim"!0 lim�!0 f(x; v; t) = e�jvj2N (x; t) ;where N solves the drift-di�usion problem (7.1).Since the limits do not commute it is to be expected that a distinguishedintermediate limit exists. This is the subject of the present section. We set" = � in (2.1), (2.2) and carry out the limit �! 0.In this section we need to di�erentiate the overlap factor. A di�erentia-bility assumption valid for models of the form (2.4) is the following: Theoverlap factor can be written as k(u; u0; s) = k̂(pu;pu0; s) withk̂ 2 C1 �[0;1)2 � [�1; 1]� : (8.1)For a test function #(u) 2 C10 ([0;1)) we computepuQ"(#e�u) = e�ur"(u)[#(u+ ")� #(u)]� e"�ur"(u� ")[#(u)� #(u� ")] ; (8.2)with r" de�ned in Lemma 3.3. A simple computation gives the followingresult:Lemma 8.1 Assume (8.1). Thenlim"!0 r"(u)� r"(u� ")" = dr0du (u) ;uniformly for u in compact subsets of [0;1).18



This result and Taylor expansion of the remaining terms in the right handside of (8.2) giveslim"!0 1"2Q"(#e�u) = 1pu ddu  e�ur0d#du! ; (8.3)where the convergence is uniform in u. Now we consider a test function#(v) 2 C10 (IR3). By Q"(�0f) 2 S0 and the symmetry of Q" we have1" ZIR3 Q"(�0f)#dv = 1" ZIR3 Q"(�0f)(�0#)dv= 1" hQ"(e�jvj2�0#);�0fiX �! 0 ; (8.4)as " tends to zero by (8.3) and the uniform boundedness of f .After these preparations, we proceed similarly to sections 5 and 6. Weagain use equation (4.4) for obtaining the uniform estimate (4.5) for f . AlsoLemma 3.2 implies that R = (f ��0f)=� is uniformly bounded. Thereforeweak limits f0(x; jvj2; t) and R0 exist for a subsequence as �! 0.The Boltzmann equation is written as�@f@t + v � rxf + 12rx� � rvf = Q�(R) + 1�Q�(�0f) :By (8.4) the last term tends to zero in the distributional sense. In the limitwe obtain as in section 5R0 = ��0(u)! �  rxf0 +rx�@f0@u ! : (8.5)Now we choose an arbitrary test function #(x; u; t) 2 C10 (IR3 � [0;1)2) andconsider the weak form of (2.1), (2.2)Z 10 ZIR6 "f @#@t +Rv �  rx#+rx�@#@u!# dvdxdt+ 1�2 Z 10 ZIR3hQ�(e�jvj2#); fiX dxdt = � ZIR6 fI#(t = 0)dvdx :With (8.3) we can go to the limit as usual and obtainZ 10 ZIR3 Z 10 �puf0@#@t � u�0(u)3  rxf0 +rx�@f0@u !19



� rx#+rx�@#@u!�dudxdt + 2 Z 10 ZIR3 Z 10 euf0 @@u  e�ur0@#@u! dudxdt= � ZIR3 Z 10 pu(�0fI)#(t = 0) dudx : (8.6)Theorem 8.1 Let the assumptions (2.5), (2.6), (4.2), (4.3), (8.1) hold.Then, as � ! 0, a subsequence of the solutions of (2.1), (2.2) with " = �converges to a solution of (8.6) in L1loc([0;1); L2(IR6; ejvj2dvdx)) weak*.The problem (8.6) is a weak formulation ofpu@f0@t = (rx +rx� @@u) �  u�0(u)3 (rx +rx� @@u) f0!+Q(f0) ;with Q(f0) = 2 @@u  e�ur0 @@u(euf0)! ;subject to the initial conditionf0(t = 0) = �0fI :We conjecture that the two di�erent limits mentioned at the beginning ofthis section can be obtained by letting  ! 0 and, respectively,  !1.References[1] N. Ben Abdallah, P. Degond, On a hierarchy of macroscopic models forsemiconductors, preprint, Universit�e Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, 1995.[2] P. Dmitruk, A. Saul, L. Reyna, High electric �eld approximation tocharge transporet in semiconductor devices, Appl. Math. Letters 5(1992), pp. 99{102.[3] A. Majorana, Space homogeneous solutions of the Boltzmann equa-tion describing electron-phonon interactions in semiconductors, Transp.Theory and Statist. Phys. 20 (1991), pp. 261{279.20
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